
The Amazing Son In Law ( Charlie Wade )

Chapter 3194-3195

As soon as Charlie stopped the car, he took the lead to step forward, first opened the two
rear doors and the co-pilot’s door, and said politely to Orrin Sun and his wife and Stefanie Sun:
“Welcome three distinguished guests to Heaven Springs! “

Then he opened the main driving door and said to Charlie: “Master Wade, the boxes are ready,
let’s go in now.”

Charlie nodded and said, “You have worked hard.”

“Should!”

Isaac Cameron got out of the car at this time and said to Charlie: “Master, I’ll be waiting at the
door. If you have anything to do, please tell me at any time.”

Charlie hurriedly said, “Why are you waiting at the door? Let Don Albert arrange it. You can
find a box to sit down and have a bite. I’ll go over and have a drink with you in a while.”

Don Albert said quickly: “Good Master Wade, wrap it around me!”

When Isaac Cameron heard this, he was really touched. At any time, Charlie would think in his
heart that his and Don Albert subordinates were indeed much better than ordinary wealthy
young masters!

So he respectfully said: “Everything is subject to the arrangements of the young master!”

Charlie nodded, and Don Albert said: “Master Wade, you four, please come with me first!”

Afterwards, the four followed Don Albert to the main entrance of Heaven Springs.

Stefanie Sun remembered the cake and hurriedly said to Don Albert: “Mr. , the staff will send
a customized cake in a while. Could you please arrange a suitable dining car and help push the
cake to the box. This cake is very good. Precious, so please make the staff be careful when
arranging all this and don’t spoil the cake, thank you!”

Don Albert said without hesitation: “Miss sun, you are polite, Don Albert must arrange it
properly!”

After that, Don Albert led the crowd all the way to the diamond box of Heaven Springs. At this
time, the box was extremely clean and tidy, and it would not be an exaggeration to describe it
as spotless.

Eight cold dishes have been placed on the huge round table. These eight cold dishes are four
meats and four vegetarians, and each one is extremely elegant.



In the center of the round table, there are two bottles of collector’s Moutai and two bottles
of Romani Conti red wine worth hundreds of thousands of dollars.

A total of four sets of exquisite tableware were placed on the table. Next to each tableware,
there was also a golden copybook on which a lot of information was written with very elegant
brush writing.

Don Albert said to Charlie, “I have arranged a recipe in advance. The order, materials and
characteristics of each dish are written on the list. Four VIPs can have a look and understand. ,
If you have any taboos or other needs, you can tell me at any time!”

Orrin Sun picked up one of the posts and looked at it, and exclaimed: “This handwriting in
lower case is really beautiful! The paper is also very elegant!”

As he said, he put the post under his nose and smelled it, and exclaimed: “This ink has a strong
scent. It shouldn’t smell modern, right?”

Don Albert couldn’t help giving a thumbs up, and admired: “Mr. Sun is really clever eye and
beaded. This character was written by a calligrapher from Aurous Hill, and it was made in Hui
ink made in the first year of Xuande in the Ming Dynasty.”

Orrin Sun couldn’t help but admired: “Boss Albert is too meticulous in his facts. Such a good
service, even if I haven’t seen it in Eastcliff!”

Don Albert said hurriedly: “You tell me Mr. Sun, I usually can’t do this in Xiangfu this day, but
today it was Master Wade who explained in advance to entertain distinguished guests, so I
just took a little more thought…”

Orrin Sun gave a thumbs up and said with a smile: Don albert has bothered!”

Don Albert respectfully said: “Everywhere, it should be done underneath!”

After speaking, he said to Charlie again: “Master Wade, Don Albert will not be here to delay
your meal with the guests. I will deliver the cake at the request of the caregiver when the
cake arrives. If you have any needs, please call at any time. I!”

Charlie nodded slightly, and said to Don Albert: “Don Albert, you order three cups of pure
water to come.”
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